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Abstract

Robar’s�cognitive-linguistic�approach�would�appear�to�be�a�wel-
come�voice�in�Biblical�Hebrew�verb�and�discourse�study.�The�focus�
of�her�work� is� the� relationship�between� thematic�continuity�and�
discontinuity�and� the� finite�verbal� forms.�But� the�conclusions�are�
problematic�because�of�the�inchoate�character�of�the�study.�Robar�
largely�limits�her�study�of�the�indication�of�thematic�continuity�and�
discontinuity�to�the�finite�verbal�forms�while�admitting�that�alterna-
tive�linguistic�strategies�may�be�employed�for�these�purposes.�She�
analyzes�the�semantics�of�the�finite�verbal�forms,�but�she�interacts�
little�with�current�semantic�theories�of�the�Biblical�Hebrew�verbal�
system,�nor�does�she�give�treat�the�finite�verb�forms�as�a�system.�In�
this�review�I�assess�the�main�claims�of�her�theory�and�some�of�the�
specific�arguments�she�makes.

This book1) represents a large portion of Robar’s 2013 
Cambridge University dissertation, written under the direc-
tion of Geoffrey Khan. In it Robar examines the functions of 
the Biblical Hebrew verbal system at the level of the para-
graph (i.e., “the minimal complete discourse unit,” p. 72) 
within a cognitive-linguistic framework: “This work is an 
investigation into the formal evidence, in biblical Hebrew, of 
paragraph organization (namely their boundaries and internal 
structure) insofar as this may be revealed by verbal forms and 
sequences. The formal evidence of sequences will be tested 
against informal, conceptual (thematic) evidence, and where 
the two align some confidence may be had” (p. 73). While a 
cognitive study of the paragraph in Biblical Hebrew discourse 
may be laudable, Robar never explains why verbal forms and 
sequences should be the main focus for a study of formal 
marking of the paragraph. Early on she states that continuity 
and discontinuity (i.e., the main concepts she employs to 
determine paragraph divisions) are signaled by a whole clus-
ter of formal features: “word order, extraposition, clause-
level adverbials, or redundant reference encoding [for discon-
tinuity] . . . and verb-agreement, unstressed pronouns, or even 
zero anaphor [for continuity]” (pp. 40, 42). This suggests that 
a study of just one sort of formal marking of paragraph struc-
ture (i.e., the verbal forms) invariably will be an incomplete 
account that is of limited value for our understanding of either 
the paragraph in Biblical Hebrew or its verbal system.

1) Review article of ROBAR, E. — The Verb and the Paragraph in 
Biblical Hebrew. A Cognitive-Linguistic Approach. (Studies in Semitic 
Languages and Linguistics, 78). Brill Academic Publishers, Leiden-Boston, 
2015. (24 cm, XII, 220). ISBN 978-90-04-28301-5. ISSN 0081-8461. 
€ 110,-; $ 142.00.
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Verbal marking of thematic continuity

Robar’s central claim is that thematic continuity (specifi-
cally coordination) is marked or indicated by specific verbal 
forms—namely, the waw-prefixed forms (wayyiqtol,�wəqatal, 
and wəyiqtol) (p. 146), whereas discontinuity is generally not 
indicated by any specific marker (p. 148). This claim is pecu-
liar in two respects. Firstly, the marking pattern is the reverse 
of what one would expect based on her earlier comments 
about how continuity and discontinuity are formally indi-
cated in language. Specifically she quotes Carlson’s (1994: 
349) statement approvingly that, “it has been repeatedly 
demonstrated that languages tend to prescribe very little cod-
ing for continued reference to highly ‘continuous’ topics” 
(p. 42). She explains, “In general it is the lack of morpho-
logical coding that indicates topic, or discourse, continuity. 
Discourse continuity may be thus not technically ‘marked’ in 
the sense of having a formal marker in the text, but it may 
be assumed in the presence of minimal default coding” 
(p. 42). Confusingly, she immediately follows these remarks 
with the statement that, “Continuity may be reflected in the 
morphology, whether it is marked or unmarked” (p. 42). 
Secondly, Robar’s conclusions about schematic continuity 
seem to have very little to do with the verb forms at all when 
she concludes, “The use of the conjunction on the verb to 
join clauses is naturally understood as coordination, and thus 
it is no surprise that the waw-prefixed verbs (at the beginning 
of clauses) may be used for schematic coordination” (p. 146). 
Although the waw conjunction is arguably part of the mor-
phology of the wayyiqtol conjugation (there is less certainty 
regarding waw on the wəqatal), the waw may appear pre-
fixed to any verb form. Thus (presumably, based on Robar’s 
conclusions) the waw may coordinate in schematic continuity 
clauses with any verbal conjugation.

Robar’s book, quite unfortunately, presents a deficient 
(N.B. the missing discussion of the verbal system as a sys-
tem, which constituted chapter four of her dissertation but is 
excluded from the book) and unsatisfactory semantic theory 
of the Biblical Hebrew verbal system wrapped in the guise 
of cognitive theory of discourse processing—specifically of 
schematic continuity and discontinuity (i.e, paragraph mark-
ing). As stated above, her observations about schematic con-
tinuity may be attributed as easily to the waw conjunction 
than a specific verb form, and her enumerated conclusions 
about the waw-prefixed forms are all of a semantic character: 
wayyiqtol is a narrative present; wəqatal has the “usual qatal 
semantics” and also has a “consecutive future (derived from 
its use to convey purpose/result modality)”; and wəyiqtol is 
“volitional” (p. 146). In the remainder of this review I exam-
ine the most problematic arguments in Robar’s work.

The theoretical framework

In chapter one Robar introduces her cognitive-linguistic 
framework and explains how the relevant categories map to 
language and written discourse in particular. Among the 
more important concepts discussed in this chapter are dis-
course schemas (i.e., paragraphs), topic and focus, coherence 
(continuity and discontinuity of discourse units) and promi-
nence, and markedness and verb grammaticalization. 
Although Robar’s work is significant as the lone cognitive-
linguistic voice in the Biblical Hebrew verbal system debate, 
this does not offset the fatal flaws in her argument. Her 

central focus, the paragraph, she describes as “visible units 
of text” (p. 15, 28), as a “subset of the semi-active con-
sciousness” (p. 28), and as the mental space corresponding 
to the semi-active consciousness (p. 32), before finally defin-
ing it in chapter two as “the minimal complete discourse 
unit” (p. 72). She concedes that the mapping of cognitive 
discourse processes to grammar at levels larger than the into-
national unit (which corresponds to the active consciousness 
level of comprehension) “cannot be made so neatly” and that 
these larger conceptual units are “not amenable to direct 
analysis” (p. 30). Such statements instill no confidence in her 
readers that her proposed course of study can be successful.

Robar’s approach to topic and focus is idiosyncratic and 
much too rigid and simplistic for even her own study. She 
defines topic as functioning at several levels: a syntactically 
fronted item that serves as the “point of departure”; a “sen-
tence topic”; and a “discourse topic”; cognitively it is the 
“beginning” for which focus is the corresponding “end” of 
attention (p. 25). Thus, in terms of mapping cognition to 
grammar, topic can be a syntactically fronted item, while 
focus items she claims are “at the end of the clause or larger 
unit” (p. 25). Oddly, a few pages on she analyzes the clause-
initial subjects in Ruth 1:19 as fronted for focus: “It is the 
Lord (focused) who has humbled me, and the Almighty 
(focused) who has brought calamity on me” (p. 29). Her 
understanding of topic and focus is confused and unworkable 
(see instead Holmstedt 2014).

Robar’s description of Bybee, Perkins, and Pagliuca’s 
(1994) work on verbal grammaticalization paths is uneven 
and at times inaccurate. She accurately describes their per-
fective/past path in the following terms: “stative verbs tend 
to become resultatives, then anteriors, then perfectives or 
pasts” (p. 56). By contrast, a page earlier she criticizes their 
diagram of the perfective/past path with the statement: “All 
languages, it is argued, are represented by the diagrams in 
these two figures. Stative verbs become resultatives and 
dynamic verbs become completives, in all languages” 
(p. 55). Nowhere do I find such a claim in Bybee, Perkins, 
and Pagliuca’s book, and I suspect the authors would strenu-
ously object to this mischaracterization of their claims given 
their quite liberal use of “tendency” and “tend to” in their 
book. Perhaps Robar has confused their claims made about 
all languages in�their�database versus claims made about all 
languages.

The waw-prefixed verb forms and schematic continuity

Chapter two on schematic continuity is the centerpiece of 
Robar’s work, comprising close to half the length of the 
book. She begins it with a lengthy critique of discourse 
approaches to the Biblical Hebrew waw-prefixed forms: 
“The ubiquitous wayyiqtol ‘chain’ in biblical Hebrew narra-
tive is often considered the prototypical paragraph (Longacre 
1992: 178; Heller 2004), with wayyiqtol itself the narrative 
tense” (p. 61). I do not find Longacre making such a claim 
at the place she cites, and unfortunately she gives no specific 
location in Heller’s work. What Heller (2004: 354, 431) does 
claim, in line with Longacre’s approach, is that the “narra-
tive backbone” is constructed of wayyiqtol forms while non-
wayyiqtol clauses appear as “inner-paragraph comments” or 
“extra-paragraph comments.” It is misleading then to talk 
about the wayyiqtol chain as “the prototypical paragraph”; 
rather, it constitutes the narrative foreground, the interruption 
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of which may indicate a paragraph break (Heller’s “extra-
paragraph comments”). 

Robar’s cognitive approach would appear to hold the most 
promise for refining the common-place understanding of 
foreground-background, since the distinction is convention-
ally understood to involve the cognitive concept of saliency 
or prominence. However, her analysis is hamstrung by her 
misunderstanding of claims made about wayyiqtol and nar-
rative discourse (above) and the restriction of her analysis to 
the verb forms only, since “recognizing patterns of verbal 
choice enables only partial discovery of the discourse struc-
ture and theme” (p. 78). She finds fault with my claim (Cook 
2004) that wayyiqtol marks the foreground (i.e., the most 
salient events) in narrative, which I illustrated with the ויתן 
clauses in Gen 29:24, 29, which narrate Laban’s ‘giving’ of 
his maidservants Zilpah and Bildad to Leah and Rachel, 
respectively (pp. 63–64). Robar appears to miss my point 
that the order of reported events is peculiar along with the 
fact that this particular activity might well have been 
expressed by a non-wayyiqtol “inner-paragraph comment,” 
to use Heller’s (2004) terminology: can we not agree that it 
is an odd sequence of event (read as narrative ordo�naturalis) 
that Laben brought Leah to Jacob, then he went in to her, 
then Laben gave Zilpah to her, and then Jacob awoke in the 
morning? Only less strange is the case of Rachel: Laben 
brought her to Jacob, then he gave her Bildad, and then he 
went in to her. Robar’s observation that it was cultural to 
give maids as part of the marriage is nothing but a red her-
ring, and Robar appears unconvinced by her own arguments 
when she concludes her discussion with “These critiques 
aside, the use of wayyiqtol for the main storyline is often 
enough accurate, as well as the analogous form for prophecy 
or ‘predictive narrative’: wəqatal. The main storyline or 
‘mainline’ is essentially the plot of narrative, which, given 
the nature of a narrative as including temporal succession, 
means events or states that are construed as temporally suc-
cessive: as ‘moving the plot forward’” (p. 65). Disappoint-
ingly, in these concluding remarks she threatens to conflate 
precisely the narrative features I sought to carefully separate 
in Cook 2004: foregrounding and temporal succession are 
distinct narrative features that do not invariably coincide, yet 
she indicates as satisfactory the correlation of wayyiqtol and 
wəqatal with “the main storyline,” which she defines in 
terms of both foreground and temporal succession.

Robar claims that the historical–comparative-based iden-
tification of wayyiqtol as a preterite faces morphological, 
semantic, and syntactic difficulties. None of these arguments 
is particular persuasive. Morphologically she contends that 
the non-apocopated form of some wayyiqtol verbs is evi-
dence against the historical-critical reconstruction. Though 
she provides no statistics, she points to Bloch’s (2007) study 
of these forms. Ironically, in that study Bloch concludes that 
these non-apocopated wayyiqtol forms are due to a “particu-
lar linguistic development” or “errors made by the Second 
Temple scribes,” but that they do not constitute evidence 
against the historical-comparative reconstruction of wayyiq-
tol as a preterite. 

Robar contends that wayyiqtol is an “unlikely preterite” 
because of its syntactic limitations: it cannot initiate subor-
dinate clauses (though she admits it can appear coordinate 
with a leading subordinate clause), and that it “does not 
begin isolated narratives” (p. 94–95). The latter claim, which 
goes back at least as far as Gesenius’ nineteenth-century 

grammar, amounts to special pleading with respect to wayyiq-
tol initiating biblical books. Robar illustrates this by her 
attempt to connect the book of Ruth with Judges: “By ‘iso-
lated’ I mean temporally disconnected from the context such 
that any necessary setting must be provided, because there is 
none to be had from the context. . . . Ruth is self-consciously 
connected to the book of Judges: ַהּׁשְֹפִטים ְׁשֹפט  ִּביֵמי   ”ַוְיִהי 
(p. 95 n. 34). Considering the flux in the canonical position 
of Ruth (cf. the Masoretic Text and Septuagint) and that the 
book of Ruth appears to “self-consciously” provide the 
“necessary setting” in the opening clause, how is it not an 
isolated narrative? Should 1 Samuel be read as continuing 
Judges or Ruth? With such reasoning one could argue that a 
prophetic book like Ezekiel, which also begins with ויהי, is 
likewise not “isolated” from the narrative of kings, with 
which it is chronologically linked in the superscription (Ezek 
1:2). What Robar fails to grasp is that wayyiqtol is a special-
ized narrative past (preterite), in which the waw-prefix with 
following gemination has grammaticalized into an affix of 
the conjugation and thus partially restricts the word order and 
clause type of the conjugation (see Hopper and Traugott 
2003: 143–51).

Her semantic argument against preterite wayyiqtol is the 
most extensive of her three objections. She claims that the 
form “in fact covers a range of semantics” (p. 80) and pro-
ceeds to illustrate this with just nine examples. The difficul-
ties with her argument are several. First, four of her exam-
ples are poetry (Ps 20:9; 42:6; 7:5; Job 14:16–17), in which 
verbal semantics are notoriously ignored by translators and 
commentators in favor of ad�sensum translations. Although 
Job 14:16–17 is admittedly puzzling, the Septuagint transla-
tor rendered the wayyiqtol in question with an Aorist Indica-
tive, apparently not sharing Robar’s view that “there is no 
past tense here at all” (p. 84). Second, none of these verses 
disallow a past-tense interpretation; Robar has only shown 
that non-past interpretations might as easily be offered for 
them. For example, her translation of Ps 20:9 “They collapse 
and fall, but we�arise and stand again” (p. 83) is not the only 
possible rendering of this series of qatals and wayyiqtol: 
“They have collapsed (qatal) and fallen (qatal), but we arose 
(qatal) and stood up (wayyiqtol).” While Robar’s generic 
present rendering is possible, and is one shared by many 
modern translations (e.g., NRSV, NJPS), the ancient versions 
(Septuagint, Targum, Peshiṭta, Vugate) all employ past–time-
reference forms to translate these verbs. Similarly, compare 
her rendering of 2 Sam 14:5 “Alas I�am�a�widow; my hus-
band is dead” (p. 82) with my own rendering “Alas, I am a 
widow; my husband died” (Cook 2012: 259). In her accom-
panying explanation she seems to analyze the English trans-
lation more than the Hebrew grammar: she contends that has�
died is “more comfortable to the native speaker” than “he 
died.” She also fails to take into account the contribution of 
situation aspect (die is an achievement): the resultative sense 
of the expression arises from the achievement verbal lexeme 
and has no bearing on the semantics of the verbal 
conjugation.

Her most crucial counterargument to preterite wayyiqtol is 
that it never establishes a new reference time (pp. 85, 102, 
112). That is, it has to depend on its surrounding context to 
determine its time reference. This claim is contradicted by 
her own examples, though her misanalysis of them obscures 
this counter-evidence. She translates 1 Sam 1:15b as “Nei-
ther [from] wine nor strong drink am�I�drunk, but I have been 
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pouring out my soul before the Lord” (p. 82), arguing that 
the past-progressive sense derives from the focus on the 
moment of speaking, which demands a resultative sense (i.e., 
a present-perfect rendering). She claims that “I�am�not�drunk�
but� I�poured�out�my�soul� to� the�Lord . . . is awkward pre-
cisely because the first clause is present stative” (p. 82). But 
she is incorrect: the verb ׁשתה is not stative; it never means 
‘be drunk’. “Wine and strong drink” are the object comple-
ments of the Perfect verb, which is best rendered here with 
a present-perfect meaning given that Hannah is countering a 
charge of currently being drunk: “Neither wine nor strong 
drink have I drunk (qatal); I poured out (wayyiqtol) my soul 
before the Lord” (see Cook forthcoming). And given this 
isolated statement of what she had previously done when Eli 
spotted her, the wayyiqtol ואׁשפך clearly establishes its own 
reference time. The same is true of the wayyiqtol ויׁשחטם ‘he 
killed them’ in Num 14:16: it establishes its own reference 
time as prior to the time of speaking. Robar’s argument that 
the preceding Infinitive establishes the reference time for this 
wayyiqtol is ludicrous (p. 84).

These counterarguments to preterite wayyiqtol are 
intended to clear they way for Robar’s proposal that wayyiq-
tol, being historically related to yiqtol, functions in Biblical 
Hebrew as a narrative present verb marking discourse con-
tinuity (pp. 86–104). Her argument is confused, poorly sup-
ported, and ultimately unconvincing. Her central analogy is 
with the Neo-Aramaic Bawar’s present form, which “when 
used in the context of past form verbs . . . takes the past as 
its temporal reference point” (p. 92). Alongside Bawar, she 
cites African languages that feature a “sequential” form that 
encodes past narrative and is dependent on a leading or fol-
lowing finite verb for its tense-aspect-mood (pp. 96–104). 
Only one language (Murle) that she mentions, alongside 
Bawar, exhibits a finite verb used sequentially for narrative; 
all the other sequential forms are like Supyire, the descrip-
tion of which she cites as follows: “the main line events of 
a narrative are coded in some way as less than finite” 
(p. 98). 

Neither narrative present nor relative present constitute a 
less-than-finite construction nor has Robar (or anyone else) 
demonstrated that wayyiqtol is in any way “underspecified” 
for tense-aspect-mood, as we expect of sequential verbs (see 
Cook 2004: 250). As shown above, Robar’s argument that 
wayyiqtol does not establish its own reference time fails, 
which constitutes her entire case that “wayyiqtol is less mor-
phologically marked” (p. 112). Similarly, Robar’s counter-
evidence that wayyiqtol expresses “a range of semantics” (p. 
80) is unconvincing (see above). The grammars and studies 
all agree with what Robar must also concede (notwithstand-
ing her unsubstantiated claim that “many examples may be 
given of wayyiqtol used in unexpected ways”; p. 105): in the 
vast majority of instances wayyiqtol has a past-time refer-
ence. According to Furuli (2006: 73), who would sympathize 
with Robar’s claims regarding wayyiqtol, fully 93.1% of the 
instances of wayyiqtol exhibit past-time reference. If it looks 
like a preterite (so historical-comparative studies have 
argued) and acts like a preterite (so the data clearly substanti-
ates), then in keeping with Occam’s razor we should simply 
call it a preterite. Unfortunately, Robar has attempted the 
same unsound line of argumentation that Furuli (2006: 73) 
attempted, who contended that no amount of evidence can 
serve to “prove” that wayyiqtol is preterite, but a single 
counter-example can disprove the claim.

Robar’s analysis of wəqatal is no more satisfying than her 
treatment of wayyiqtol, although I agree with her general 
assessment that wəqatal is a modal form (or rather, as she 
seem to endorse as well, that wəqatal is really the modal or 
irrealis use of qatal) (p. 128). She claims: “my addition to 
the regular view is to place less stress on the conditional 
clauses with wəqatal apodoses, and instead place stress on 
simple purpose clauses that can be readily re-analyzed as 
future tense (and, in this corpus, may in fact be intended as 
simple future tense). Simple purpose/result clauses provide 
the missing ‘middle stage’ between wəqatal as a modal and 
wəqatal as a possible future (though it remains debatable if 
wəqatal fully became a future)” (p. 129). This claim exem-
plifies her tentative and uncompelling analysis of wəqatal. 
Although she attempts to show that wəqatal functions analo-
gously with wayyiqtol, “as a kind of consecutive verb” that 
continues the “verbal semantics” of a previous one (p. 116), 
she concedes with almost every example that it might alter-
natively be analyzed as purpose/result (pp. 117-18, 123). For 
some of her other examples she could have given a more 
straightforward analysis if she had distinguished more clearly 
between modal wəqatal and qatal with the conjunction (p. 
120; see below) or recognized that habitual expressions need 
not be analyzed as a subcategory of imperfective, but may be 
analyzed as a modal construction (so Boneh and Naveh 
2010). In any case, Robar does not add much to the “regular 
view” (p. 129) that already recognizes purpose/result mean-
ing as emerging from conditional use of the form through 
context-induced reinterpretation (Cook 2012: 251–52), espe-
cially as her “middle stage” leads only to a tentative conjec-
tural future meaning for wəqatal. 

Robar’s analysis of wəyiqtol in the final brief section of 
the chapter (pp. 131-40) is perhaps the most satisfying part 
of her work. Here she examine the correlation of switch ref-
erence and verb form switching. As I have alluded to else-
where (Cook 2014: 87–88), the functional distinctions 
between yiqtol and the volitive verbs remains in need of fur-
ther research, and the observation that switch reference may 
play a role in verb choice is promising. It is unfortunate the 
Robar does not pursue this line of inquiry very far.

Schematic discontinuity

I have fewer remarks on chapter three, Robar’s examina-
tion of schematic discontinuity, given that she re-employs 
quite a number of examples already treated in chapter 2 (e.g., 
cf. pp. 153–55 with p. 120 and pp. 157–58 with pp. 115–16). 
Her argument that wə+qatal (in contrast to wəqatal) is con-
fused insofar as she assiduously avoids the obvious: this is 
the indicative or realis qatal with a waw conjunction on it. 
Instead, she attempts to classify it independently as somehow 
“continuing past perfective semantics” (p. 152), and when 
so used the form gives thematic prominence to the event 
(p. 159). Even so, not all her examples need be explained in 
this way. It is possible that some thematic prominence is 
intended by והוכה in Gen 21:25 (“Abraham rebuked Abime-
lech”; p. 153), but as easily the NRSV’s rendering could be 
followed, which treats the form as modal, signaling the 
 temporal protasis: “When Abraham complained to 
Abimelech…”. 

In the last section of the chapter (pp. 160–81) Robar con-
tends that verbs with paragogic� nun and the handful of 
wayyiqtol forms with long (non-apocopated) forms indicate 
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“prominence of some kind” (p. 180). Considering the 
uncertainties that still surround the function(s) of the para-
gogic nun forms, Robar’s suggestion merits attention. 
Unfortunately, the vagueness of her claim and the paucity 
and irregularity of non-apocopated wayyiqtol forms (i.e., 
only certain roots can show an apocopated form) make her 
suggestion less convincing. In any case, Robar assumes 
throughout her work that what she examines is only par-
tially formally marked (by verbs or other means) and par-
tially conceptually perceived. As such, her examination of 
prominence-indicating verb forms only provides us with a 
possible small and partial glimpse of how it is achieved by 
the grammar. 

Conclusions

This last point indicates how Robar’s work illustrates a 
widespread problem in the interdisciplinary field of linguis-
tics and biblical studies. Namely, Robar approaches her task 
with the assumption that topic, focus, continuity, and discon-
tinuity, etc. are all self-evidently identifiable within the bibli-
cal text, as indeed are the general meanings of the passages 
she treats. In other words, the project proceeds in the reverse 
direction of what we would expect for what is ultimately a 
philological enterprise—to decipher and understand the 
ancient text itself: it begins with a deciphered text and 
explains ways in which those cognitive processes correlate 
at times with verbal forms. There is no concern for any pre-
dictability in the opposite direction; that is, one is not left 
with any assurance that with Robar’s insights we can identify 
how a particular verbal form in a particular passage is actu-
ally functioning, and so shed light on the passage itself. This 
is because the form’s functions are so variable and these cog-
nitive processes aided by so many grammatical constructions 
that the theory provides no predictability. This would all be 
fine if the aim of such a project were set by the larger field 
of linguistics—to contribute to our understanding of human 
language generally (versus particular human languages). But 
this is not what Robar set out to do nor is it what anybody 
that I know of in the field of linguistics and biblical studies 
sets out to do. And yet here it is, a topsy turvy study, offering 
no valuable insights for the philological task.
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